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A Heart Suture 1-6

Malettor (Gause) Cross is The Greatest Woman I have ever 
known. I don’t Remember how we first met in the KOSMOS, 
but here on earth it was 9 months prior to March 1st 1968. I 
was the last of 11 beings to come forth from this Celestial 
gateway; born with a bright light like most of this cluster of 
stars I learned to shine at a very young age. I was the secret 
that all of the other stars thought that they were the only ones 
to whom it had been revealed.They all spent time nurturing my
glow as I had a part of each of their light within me.LifeLight 
was The Oldest Of The Stars She Shined From A Youngling 
On Into The Celestial Kosmoverse. Son Of Magnificent Shined
Throughout The Theology Of Time,One Honoring God Was 
Resplendent Throughout The Heavens While One Wondered 
Who Is Like God. As The Beacon Echoed The 
Light,TheStarWalker Spoke The Tongues Of Realms, Earth 
Talker Whispered Across The Waters Of Nun And The 
Beloved Blessed The Worlds As Grace And Temperance Let 
Us All Know That My Help Is God and I would receive different
points of their light learning the mysteries of the Kosmos over 
time until I was asked “ would you like to have Jesus in your 
heart?” I paused, searching the Akashi for the light of this 
“Jesus” when I heard a voice in Heaven say”you will learn 
More” I then replied yes! We then peered into the KOSMOS 
and I requested the light of “ Jesus” to shine bright in the 
realms. The year was 1974.
My heart expanded. The journey had begun.



Battling With The It Within 7-15

I began to learn of Jesus in A Mystery school in Detroit Founded by an
Adept named Haman he was a Herald Of The Most High In The 
Realm who taught the light of Jesus’s teachings and I grew to love 
him for his Knowledge and wisdom of the word. I was eagerly 
grasping this light within my bosom when a shadow was cast over the 
KOSMOS and I heard another voice say” to know the light embrace 
the darkness you must“. I was intrigued. A neophyte I was, venturing 
off into a dark realm with only the candle glow of Jesus to guide me. I 
learned of lusts of the flesh, lust of the eye, the pride of life, idolatries, 
and the many dark forces of this realm. I soon embraced my dark side
and the light of the KOSMOS dimmed;Thus began my battle with the it
within,”. The battle had both its pleasures and abominations all 
necessary ,I would later learn, to navigate the KOSMOS and shine 
bright again.Through the darkness I learned of the light of inner 
standing where seeds die ,get buried deep within the soils of 
Knowledge And grow into the gratitude of a greater light than even the
lights of understanding. This is where I learned the light of the Arts to 
battle the perpetual Commotion Of The it ; I came into the Awareness 
from a sip of Bitches Brew, Round About Midnight, with Mr. Magic and
A Love Supreme (the KA Nun Of The Church Of Saint John)..The 
battle raged on with some stars being cast down
when I heard a voice within the darkness say “ if stars fall place them 
back in the sky”

the year was 1983



Mind Over Matters 11-16

Jesus walked with us.Though in the depths of darkness 
His light shined.We learned of dimensions within 
dimensions
The creative force, the songs of Sphere. We bowed 
down. We asked forgiveness for our trespasses.The 
Most High Blessedly Commissioned Us in The 
KOSMOS. We knew The it remained but we would only 
have to renew our commitment to the light to overcome 
whenever the darkness fell.

The light of the KOSMOS shined bright once again. We 
communed With The Most High.

I counseled with the stars to seek Out knew Knowledge,
Moor Knowledge of the realms to further battle the dark 
force of The it. We learned the alchemy of the 
Elementals, And The Mystics, We were empowered 
with Mind Over Matters.

A new journey would begin...

the year was 1985



To Join The Republic 17-19

I sensed The it’s power
It was an imbalance in The KOSMOS and it tore at my 
soul. Forgotten Of the outer realms I sought out 
Knowledge of humanity . I would be following in the 
Aether Wake of 3 Stars Magnificent, One Who Is Like 
God,andOne Honoring God...they all shone Down these
corridors of the republic to speak understanding. I was 
commissioned out of the mystery school in Detroit so I 
sought to justify my Knowledge, make practical my inner
standing. The republic was conflicted and many didn’t 
agree with its practices. I, as well as many stars grew 
fond of the republic even though it had a history of 
oppression, for that was many years before and it 
seemed that the oppressed
Were gaining moor and moor rites, yet the Conflicts 
ensued ...I wanted to know why...
I gave an oath to defend its constitution,
I joined the republic.
When I heard a voice in the KOSMOS say:

“Expect Nothing And You Will Always Get Moor Than 
You Expected.”

The Year Was 1987



Chariots Of The Seas 19-21

The it laid dormant but aware.
I studied war.Weapons of Mass Destruction and aft
steered great metal chariots of the seas. I wine 
bibbed to drunken stupor, I danced and laid with 
fair maidens who sang sad siren songs that 
tempted me to madness;I charted stars,I 
questioned questions,I traveled foreign realms to 
find my feet on common grounds.Overjoyed by my 
knew knowledge
Those who would embrace the it were lurking 
among the ranks of the republic legions. I soon 
became disenchanted and a rebel to what I 
learned of the republic. Hearts were hardened. 
Lines crossed. My Spirit was cast down.Then I met
a man of iron who asked” have you forgotten 
Jesus?” and as a child once more I searched the 
Akashi and replied “ Who is this Jesus?”
He took me to a Temple and showed me
The Unseen wisdom of the KOSMOS.
I was intrigued...I wanted to know more of this 
“Jesus”.

The Year Was 1989



Intellectuals Scientists Love Adventures Mathematics  24-31

Returning to the home realm was different this time I returned home as a query 
into the ways of the separatists, those who lived in the republic but were against 
the practices of cultivating the it that cast a shadow on the KOSMOS. Even in 
the city of Iron did I learn of great intellectuals but here in the Mother Town there
were scientists who taught that the dissonance of the it was the imbalance in the
KOSMOS, that the light of “Jesus “ was how to balance its dark power I learned 
the love of Ascended Beings journeyed in many adventures of truth of the 
KOSMIC light counseled With Haman and learned the Mathematics to build 
greatness in the halls of the ascendancy that would stand the test of time 
throughout the KOSMOS
I Became well versed in mastering the it and soon was appointed guardian at 
one of the schools of the KOSMOS where wise younglings learned to master 
the it. One of the KOSMIC Messengers Of the light taught of Jesus and how he 
personally battled with the it As he was taught by an Ascended Master in all the 
degrees of the Sphere, but the it grew darker and the republic embraced the it  
and once again the light of the KOSMOS grew dim.Darkness fell upon the 
KOSMOS.the separatists opposed the republic and  the republics's wicked 
schemes were plotted against those who sought to balance the dissonance of 
the darkness of the it.Their dark Scientists divulged ways to control the minds of 
the adepts.I too fell victim to the darkness of the it once more .while navigating 
the realm I was succumbed and all but overcome by the dark forces of the 
republic That embraced the it. I fell into the depths of the darkness and was yet 
shone the unknown mysteries of The KOSMOS.I emerged after long fasts and 
meditation,enlightened by this trial But because of my battle and the scars I 
removed myself from the learning halls of the separatists, I was Leary of the 
darkness of the republic and its internal evil machinations within the ranks of the
separatists, so I sought knew light in the KOSMOS:The Arts and 
sciences,Grand Verbalizing, Sound Theology And Manifestations Of Light 
Spectrums in Acrylic Alchemy. I grew wiser in the KOSMOS in the light of inner 
standing,Yet my hunger for balance and purpose grew stronger. It seemed as if 
Aeons had passed when a voice in the KOSMOS said:

“Time Is Irrelevant, There Is Only The Compassion Of The Random Abstract”
the year was 2001



Into The Aether Bleu 44-50

The light of the KOSMOS Shined Bright across the realms and the love of Jesus contained 
the it in a dissonant abstract I
Now served the Veterans of the wars of the republic who sympathized with the separatists 
against the it,sound theology And feasts Of nourishment. The KOSMIC Countenance 
unfolded.I was grateful for the many blessings from the Originator,Our Love Ascended 
Freedom, Better Our Souls Did Fly as I reflected on the light:

At times
I look
To see
Who's
Looking in

Speech
In-mute
To
Oppression
Seeing
KOSMOS din
Tuned
Through
Thoughts
Like a G scale
Formed in resolutions
Of
inertial causation

Intuition
None
Precocious

To not speak Aether
Like
The shoes
Of
The fisherman's wife

often
Pondering
The
Moon and stars
On my shoulders
To
Move Suns
Like Miles
Towards
Their



Inner azimuths
So
I cannot
Ever
Deny
The Ka Nun
Of the Church
Of
Saint John

Where Monks Dream
Became a ZBeyism
Yet
Spirillian
Returning
Again
Unto
The nothingness
Of the now
Infinite
Empty
Embracing
A Love
Supreme

Dimensionless dimensions

Now In Nommo

Frequency

Time Elementals

Of

Aether Fusion

And the Rhythm
Is
Yesterday

Before

Key signatures

Or

Quests For Gold



Reflections
Inside
Of
Outsides

Refraction
Of
Light

Insight
A look
Deeper
Than the surface

Closer
Than a shave
Manifesting
Moor
Than Blemishes

Revealing
The
Truth
Of
You

Seeing
Deep
Within
To
Root
And
Follicles
To
Grow
Beyond
The
Nature
Of
The Beast
Towards
The
Number
Of
A Man
Coming
Forth
By Day
Through



She
The
Portal
Between
Realms

Her eyes
Stare
Back
At you
His lips
Bears
Witness

Speaking Fire
Dreaming Thunder
Walking The Clouds
Into The KOSMOS
Into The Aether Bleu
Emerging From The Chrysalis
A ButterSoulFly

The Time Is Now,I live in The Eternal Moment

Ase


